
          DILMAH RECIPES
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Delattre GuillaumeDelattre Guillaume

Brouck Jean-FrancoisBrouck Jean-Francois

Zazen draws inspiration from the Japanese word meaningZazen draws inspiration from the Japanese word meaning
“to find inner peace”. The resort in Koh Samui is dedicated“to find inner peace”. The resort in Koh Samui is dedicated
to guiding its guests on a journey of tranquility, pleasureto guiding its guests on a journey of tranquility, pleasure
and the satisfaction of reconnection to the self. Representedand the satisfaction of reconnection to the self. Represented
by Brouck Jean-Francois & Delattre Guillaume.by Brouck Jean-Francois & Delattre Guillaume.

Sub Category NameSub Category Name
DrinkDrink
Mocktails/Iced TeaMocktails/Iced Tea

Recipe Source NameRecipe Source Name
Real High Tea 2014/15 Volume 1Real High Tea 2014/15 Volume 1

IngredientsIngredients

PASSIONA-TEAPASSIONA-TEA
6oz Dilmah T-series Vanilla Ceylon hot tea, brewed to desired strength6oz Dilmah T-series Vanilla Ceylon hot tea, brewed to desired strength
1/2 oz homemade Dilmah Vanilla Ceylon Tea syrup1/2 oz homemade Dilmah Vanilla Ceylon Tea syrup
1/2 oz Monin Passion-fruit syrup1/2 oz Monin Passion-fruit syrup
Fresh passion fruitFresh passion fruit

Methods and DirectionsMethods and Directions

PASSIONA-TEAPASSIONA-TEA
Put 5-6 passion fruit seeds in the glass and muddle with home-made tea syrup.Put 5-6 passion fruit seeds in the glass and muddle with home-made tea syrup.
Halve the fresh passion fruit, then with the fresh fruit inside skewer through with 2 chopsticks.Halve the fresh passion fruit, then with the fresh fruit inside skewer through with 2 chopsticks.
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          DILMAH RECIPES

In a separate pot, infuse the Dilmah Vanilla Ceylon Tea for 3 minutes.In a separate pot, infuse the Dilmah Vanilla Ceylon Tea for 3 minutes.
To serve, place the fresh passion fruit half over the martini glass with the help of the chopsticks.To serve, place the fresh passion fruit half over the martini glass with the help of the chopsticks.
Either end of the chopsticks will sit on the rim on the glass.Either end of the chopsticks will sit on the rim on the glass.
Then add the syrup to it.Then add the syrup to it.
Pour hot tea in to the passion fruit, similar to a fountain.Pour hot tea in to the passion fruit, similar to a fountain.
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